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before touching the many other improvements possible in.
the village and the home.
1. Light and air.1 More and more windows and ventila-
tors must continue to be opened until air circulates in every
room and there is enough light for a mouse to be visible
in every corner. I think even smaller things than mice
should be visible, but for the present let us be content with
that ! The Punjab standard ventilator has bars outside,
gauze or sparrow-wire2 inside, and is fixed just below the
roof or ceiling. The sides are extended some inches beyond
the ends so that they may be embedded in the walls and
give greater security. It has a shade outside, and on the
inside the walls on both sides and the bottom are cut away
in a long slope to let in as much light as possible. The top
wall is flat. The sloping sides should be whitened with lime
wash or white clay to let in more light.
The standard ventilator does not open and shut. We
cannot yet trust the goodman and his wife not to keep it
always shut if once they can shut it at all; and if properly
fitted, with sloping sill inside and the bars outside the gauze,
it is difficult to block up. The usual faults are to make
the ventilator too small or to cut the walls straight instead
of sloping them. Straight walls mean that very little light
will come in. People are also very fond of putting the bars
inside—they say that, if put outside thieves will use them
to pull the ventilator clean out—and then things can be
stuffed behind the bars to block the ventilator !
When houses are back to back—this should be avoided
in all new buildings—roof ventilators are required, and the
simplest form perhaps is the galvanized iron pipe with a
1	See pp. 277 (2), 283 (10), 288 (7-11).
2	Some people prefer sparrow-wire as this lets out insects which
have found their way in by the door.

